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Virtue is largely dependent on money in the bank*
The well-to-do are not tempted to steal for bread* Mr*
Astor, the family of C* P* Scott, the Berry Brothers, the
rich men who dominate the Morning Post, the banking
Becketts who own the preponderating interest in the
Leeds organ, not only take a pride in their properties,
they can well afford to indulge that feeling*
It is true that The Times a few years ago made only
£2,000 odd on twelve months* working; true that the
Guardian could not support itself without the aid of its
evening paper, which is of a totally different order; true
that the Morning Post could not hope to return big profits
as the organ of Die-hards (who are dying hard all the time,
thus reducing the number of its friends), and may as well
therefore be run for some other purpose. We must
nevertheless put all these journals into a category of
their own, apart from that of the popular Press*
Not alone because they are more serious in their methods
of presenting news; also because they approach more
nearly to the newspapers of last century, in that they aim
at influencing the course of events. They set themselves
up as barriers against the flood of change* Their pro-
gramme is to keep things, in essentials, as they are* The
only England they can contemplate with any satisfaction
or comfort is an England not intrinsically different from
that of to-day—or it would be more accurate to say from
that of the day before yesterday—the England of vener-
able Victoria and Edward the Seventh.
The Manchester Guardian seemed in the last years of
C P* Scott's life to be very slowly moving towards a
wider outlook; since he died that movement has become
imperceptible. It still ponders longingly on the England
of Bright and Gladstone, of Free Tra£s and middle-class
supremacy*

